
A Gardener’s Lament
Jacob J Leibson

If calendar and weather
Would only get together;
If catalogues artistic

Were not so optimistic;
If moles and mice and rabbits

Would change their beastly habits;
And creatures winged and crawling,

In numbers quite appalling,
Would leave the garden greenery

For other bits of scenery,
In grateful syllables of praise

I’d sing a song of gardening days.

From Marc Neves: So where
did this wonderful poem come from?
About a year ago, Jennifer Bouton
popped over for a drink on the porch.
In her arms, she carried a good-sized

box. When she opened it, there
appeared what amounted to be the
life’s work of the former resident of our
house here in Halcott. Jennifer had
helped clear out the attic of the house
when it went on the market for the first
time in 2000 and had been storing this
archive ever since, believing that
someone might eventually care about
the prolific work of an arguably
talented if ultimately unrecognized
writer.

His name was Jacob J.
Leibson, a school teacher and an avid
writer from New York City who was
born in 1883. Mr. Leibson was
educated at City College in Harlem (an
emphasis on “educated” as he seemed
to impress on everyone who met him -
from the residents of Halcott to the
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editors of the New York Times) and
then worked as a public school teacher
in the city for next 35 years. In 1936 he
built a house about five and a half miles
up the hill from the village of
Fleischmanns and retired to a life in the
country at the site of an old pig barn,
according to Ward Reynolds whose
mother Claretta, eventually inhabited the
house.

Mr. Leibson was acknowledged
as a prolific writer (to newspaper editors)
by no less than the New York Times in
his 1971 obituary -- “…his letters to the
editors of the New York Times on
diverse topics appeared frequently
between 1925 and 1969.” In them one
can see a sly humor mixed together with
an indignant passion. On one occasion,
he complained about the US
government spending billions of dollars
on a spaceship to the moon. Feeling
that the money could better be spent on
public education, he suggested a more
appropriate name for the project would
be “Operation Lunatic.”

He was a frequent defender of
education; his byline graced the pages
of the New York Journal-American as
far back as 1912 when he wrote a
regular column for the paper titled
“Sammy’s Schooldays." Among his
archives of letters and published
newspaper contributions, were also
poetry, plays, fiction, and humor pieces.

While in Halcott, Mr. Leibson
wrote often about his adventures (and
frustrations) in the garden as well as the
country life of an urban mouse. The

culmination of this writing appears to be
a collection of humorous poetry entitled I
Sing No Praise of Gardening Days.
Unfortunately, it did not prove to be his
ticket to fame in the New York publishing
world, as evidenced by the collection of
rejection letters he kept from publishers
such as Simon and Schuster and
Houghton Mifflin. But the poetry is
delightful! The Halcott Community Fund
hopes to print his selected works in a
collection to be available for next year’s
fair.

Summer Home
A good friend of mine recently

moved from the San Francisco Bay area
after a decades-long chapter there. A
Pittsburgh native, he was fairly
undaunted by the weather in store for
him and his partner at their new home in
St. Paul, Minnesota. And then any
daunting was far surpassed by bliss
during this, his first spring after real
winter in so many years. It has been fun
to share his giddiness, because I still
experience it myself—a Guilderland, NY,
native who lived for sixteen years in
California—even after ten years in our
valley. The great soothing calm during
the deep sleep of winter is stirred by the
first shimmers of color after months of
monochromatic scenery; the explosion
of new life and lush and luminous greens
everywhere and the fields of blossoms
and the perfumed air and the music of
migrating birds all fill the senses with the
intense excitement of change.

I recently learned about greener
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pastures of a different sort when I
bumped into Christl Johnson and her
daughter Adina and adorable
granddaughters on the side of the road
near their hoop barn adjacent to
Patruskys and the site of the first house
in Halcott. “Whatcha doing?” says I.
“Moving the heifers into their summer
pasture,” Chris explained. Since there’s
not quite enough grazing room in the
area of the milking barn, this clique of
young cows which have been bred but
have not born a calf yet are perfect for
settling into an annex down the road, a
luxurious berth in a quiet field full of thick
grass and wildflowers (not that there’s a
field in Halcott anywhere that doesn’t
seem like a pretty wonderful place to
dine). They’ll graze there for the summer
and in return, they keep the grass and
brambly mayhem down, preventing a
problem that can go haywire in just a
year or two.

Now when I see these pretty
ladies of summer capering and lolling
behind flickering curtains of new leaves,
their crisp black and white coats in
complementary contrast to the grasses
and cattails and asters and violets and
poppies and phlox and buttercups, a
rainbow of colors filling our town like so
many pots of gold, I remember glimmers
of images from museums and books and
postcards of the history of summer
homes in our storied area; a time when
trains brought loads of people from New
York City and farther-flung places,
seeking mountain air; when the hotels
and guest houses were myriad and the

grand cottages on Wagner Avenue were
being built; when Lake Switzerland was
brimming and the streets of
Fleischmanns and Griffin’s Corners were
alive with colorful summer fun—boating,
strolling in evening clothes under
parasols, baseball games, a trip to the
amusement park, concerts in the hotel
ballrooms. While times and towns
change, we are lucky to live in a place
where traditions, either by human
persistence or the forces of nature,
continue on. A tip of my hat to those
cows in their timeless summertime
home; I can almost hear their skirts
rustling and see the parasols. CBN

April the Ewe, Take Two
April’s story can begin only after I

tell you that Suzanna’s wonderful horse
Obby, the beautiful little chocolate
colored Arabian—Obby, who was a joy
for many years and a companion to our
old Appaloosa, Vic—had a very hard
winter and passed away peacefully early
this spring.

Sad as this was for us, it was
sadder yet for his equine friend
Valentino, who would whinny and walk
the fence line, as though waiting for
Obbys’ return. Then he would stand over
the mound of dirt, beneath which Obby
was buried, head down, spirit seemingly
broken. He did not want to enter the
barn without his friend, and was truly a
lost soul. There was much talk in our
household of finding a companion for our
companion horse, who had indeed been
the necessary connection between Vic
the Blind, and Obby the Deaf— before
Valentino arrived a few years back,
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these two would occasionally become
separated and have a devil of a time
finding each other.

One evening, Michael’s brother
Chris called. An old ewe had lambed,
but was down and on her way
out. She could not rise, and so
could neither feed nor care for
her twins, and if Michael needed
another carcass for the eagle
project, she would be dead by
morning.
But when Michael showed up,
the ewe was still alive; alert and
eating. He figured he’d give her
a chance, so he brought her home and
placed her on a soft bed of hay in the
barn. Valentino was immediately
suspicious of this fluffy woolen cloud in
the corner of his stall. The next morning,
she was still alive. Each meal we
thought would be her last, wasn’t. Every
day for two weeks Michael rolled her to
her other side and gave her feed and
water. Her bearing was regal; she
seemed to genuinely enjoy ruling the
barn in elegant repose. After countless
years of giving birth and raising lambs,
retirement agreed with her.

And then one day, there was the
ewe, standing in the pen! The next day,
she stepped outside. Slowly she became
stronger, and began following Valentino
around the pasture. If our dog Oso got
too interested in her, Valentino would
race over to let Oso know in no
uncertain terms he was defending his
new friend, and would chase the dog
away. Quite unexpectedly, we ended up
with a “companion sheep” for our

“companion horse”: problem solved!
Simone named the ewe April

(because it was April), and now April and
Valentino are inseparable. Hence, walks
down the driveway have become a

frequent and unlikely
parade of 3 grandkids, 2
dogs, 1 horse, and a sheep
who got a second
chance. PD

Halcott Fair, Number
18 (although some
would argue that it’s
number 19)

Get ready, get set for another
summer event that has become a
tradition in Halcott. It takes almost the
entire population to make this fair, and
we must admit that we seem to have
more fun as the years progress. If you
are new to the valley, you will enjoy the
unique atmosphere of a community
having fun together. We will have magic
for the children as always. Our magician
is so well loved, that we are certain to
understand how he does his tricks one
day. We will have perennial plants for
gardeners, hot dogs for all ages,
treasures from the attic for collectors,
Halcott United Methodist Church
cookies, cakes and delights for the
sweet tooth. We will have a Rubber
Ducky, no, a cork boat race down the
Vly Creek (more respectful of the
environment than plastic ducks). We will
have gifts for sale that all say “Halcott
Center” one way or another. We will
have local vendors, native sons (and
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daughters) selling their products. We
will have a dinner cooked by us, served
by us and eaten by us. But most
evident throughout the afternoon, we will
have fun. The faces of young and old
kids and grownups seem to shine at a
Halcott Fair. The joy can come from
bagging a bargain to meeting a high
school friend. Come and see and join in.
The Fair begins at 12 noon on the third
Saturday of July, this year July 15th. We
sell only a limited number of dinner
tickets, so buy early if you intend to stay.
If you’re new, be sure to introduce
yourself. IK

NOTICE
The Fleischmanns Volunteer Fire
Department is in need of new members
for all positions including firefighters, fire
police and scene support. You do not
need to have any certification to join.
This is the department that serves our
town and we depend on them for our fire
safety.
If you are interested in joining, drills are
held every Monday night at the firehouse
in Fleischmanns at 7:00.

If you have any questions, call Chief
Todd Wickham at 518-649-7202

Second Sats at Halcott Grange

Mark your calendar, create an
event, join the fun. The Times of
Halcott has reserved the Halcott Grange
Hall for the second Saturday of every
month to be used for the community. It
was actually Peg DiBenedetto’s idea:
there are so many interesting people
who know how to do things we want to
learn, or who have done things we’ve
always yearned to do, why not share
them? Almost immediately, we had the
first few second Saturdays scheduled.
Check out the list below. If you have an
idea, please feel free to email Pattie
Warfield, our town clerk
(clerk@townofhalcott.org) to reserve a
second Saturday for your pleasure. The
next step is to advertise your event. You
may email the editors of The Times of
Halcott if there’s enough time and we
will do an article on your event. You can
ask our webmaster Greg Beechler to
post it prominently on our website:
(webmaster@townofhalcott.org) And of
course, there’s the ever-present social
media to rely on.

Here’s a sampling of what’s
coming up:
July 8, 2017: The Halcott United
Methodist Church will present a DVD of
the Halcott Cemetery Tour, given last
summer by the Middletown Historical
Society to rave reviews. If you missed it
then, you’ll have a chance to enjoy it
virtually at Second Sat for July.

August 12, 2017: Storm’s Appalachian
Trail Journey April 6 2016 –
Relive an Appalachian Trail journey with

tel:(518)%20649-7202%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
mailto:clerk@townofhalcott.org)
mailto:webmaster@townofhalcott.org)
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Moe Lemire, aka Storm, who just
finished his thru-hike from Maine to
Georgia. He writes us as follows:

After 168 days, 2189.10 miles,
14 states, and three pairs of boots, I
have successfully completed my thru
hike of the Appalachian Trail. Simply put,
I walked from Georgia to Maine. It was
both the most difficult thing I have ever
attempted and one of the most
rewarding experiences I have ever had.
It is not an exaggeration to say that this
trip has truly has changed my life. On my
journey I met amazing people,
experienced trail magic and tested and
expanded my own horizons. I created an
online community where I was able to
bring family, friends and even complete
strangers along on my hike with stories,
videos and photos from the journey in
real time. I also helped to protect my
home and the region I love, the Catskills
as part of my trip by raising awareness
and supporting the Catskill Center’s
work to preserve and protect the Catskill
Park. I will be recounting my
Appalachian Trail thru hike through my
photos, stories, and videos. There will be
plenty of opportunities to answer
audience questions and help anyone
who has thought of hiking the
Appalachian Trail to learn more. I’ll have
some of my gear from the trip to show
off, provide some tips for would be thru
hikers and be on hand to answer
questions about my home, the Catskills.

September 9, 2017: Knit-In! An
evening for those who are passionate

about knitting and those who are
passionate to learn knitting to knit
together. The immediate goal is to make
lap blankets for veterans at the
Margaretville Mountainside Residential
Center in time for November 11th
Veterans’ Day. Instruction for traditional
right-hand and for left-hand (also known
as Continental or German-style) knitting
will be available as well as yarn and
needles for those who need to start from
scratch. The lap blankest should be
done in washable, soft yarn and
hopefully will measure 36” x 48.”

October 14? November 11? We are
holding December 9th for the Christmas
Program. Who will use the intervening
months? Please share your
experiences, anything from writing to
wrangling, from Yoga to yeast breads!
Fill in the blanks. IK

DUCK, DUCK…… DUCK!
Erik Johanson

Those of us fortunate enough to
find ourselves in Halcott, either like a
dandelion seed drifting in from away, or
shooting up out of the soil like a hemlock
establishing a grove over the centuries,
we all understand how incredible this
special little valley is. Yet for all of us,
whether you never leave your mountain
home or those who only get a few hours
a week—if that--to listen to the creek
and enjoy a serenade of birdsong, that
precious atmosphere of quietude and
gentle beauty can immediately be cut
apart by the buzzing sound of a
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lawnmower on warm afternoon.
For those looking to return to

nature, may I suggest some deep-rooted
perennial tall grasses? They're
more of a carbon sink than
almost anything out there, and
they help stabilize and deepen
that thin skin of humus we all
rely on for life.

Then just add a very
special kind of duck to the mix
and you've got a gaggle who'll help
maintain paths, eliminate bugs, and
keep the grass to a manageable height.
Rather than keeping your lawn PGA-
level flat with the weekly (daily?)
annoyance of that buzzing echoing up
and down the valley, put your new ducks
to work. You'll help strengthen the mix of
plant and animal life that made Halcott
the place we all cherish so much (and so
in and because of the silence). Don't
work harder, work smarter.

Cairina moschata, not to be
confused with the Grand Duchy of
Moscow or Muskovy Company, an
English trading company chartered in
1555, is a large duck commonly referred
to as Muskovy, native to Central and
South America with feral colonies in
Florida and the Rio Grande Valley. We
have two generations that we keep at
our farmhouse in Halcott, descended
from a long line of Muskovy we picked
up from friends in Sullivan County.
Despite their being native to such warm
climes as coastal Mexico, they don't
seem to mind our occasional blizzard or
seemingly endless frosty mornings. Built

like a tank, the boys tend to happily
waddle out of their home, passing their
chicken neighbors as they make their

way out to enjoy a rain shower
and clean themselves. The
worse the weather, the more
likely you'll find yourself amazed,
glancing at them out the window
in storms of all sorts; they'll
waddle around nonchalantly
wondering what all the fuss is

about. The ladies, on the other hand,
can be a little more particular. Ours
prefer to bathe in a large clamshell, a
wedding gift meant to hold ice to chill
beverages, contentedly flapping their
wings like they're having a hardy
chuckle, watching us through the
window hiding from the storm.

Unlike our two late roosters (after
harassing Lanore, the FedEx guys, and
—the last straw--our chihuahua/border
collie/dachschund—they had it coming)
the Muskovy are nearly silent, giving out
only the occasional peep of aggravation.
Usually they make their way through the
garden, nipping at bugs, with only the
occasional "heh, heh, heh" sound. Their
beauty is in their carunckles, large red
attachments just above their beaks
which change color and size depending
on the season or if they seem sweet on
one of their friends on the farm.

These charming ducks are
absolutely silent, their feathers beautiful,
and their succulent meat delicious. Their
eggs, laid in a clutch about 26 strong in
the spring and summer, make for the
best meringue of your life. Best of all,
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they're the most diligent gardeners,
helping maintain the paths of our
perennial tall grass garden sustainably,
without annoying the neighbors. Add in
dog walks and an annual cut or two with
the push mower and you've got a more
than enviable garden. Why bother
coming up to your mountain Shangri-la if
you're busy working on noisy, smelly
machines all the while? Let the ducks do
the work for you.

ROAD CLOSING THIS SUMMER
This summer, Greene County will

replace the bridge on County Route 1
that is located about one mile up from
the intersection with County Route 3 and
near the A-frame house, known to old-
timers as “Nelkin’s.” During the time of
replacement, the road will be closed at
that point. As this article goes to print,
the cement replacement culvert is being
manufactured. Greene County Highway
engineers tell us that they hope to start
work on or about July 10th. They predict
that the process will take about a month
unless a snarl happens. There will be
three different contractors involved: one
to set the culvert, one to pave the road
after it’s in, and one to set guard rails. Of
course, this involves coordinating three
different companies’ schedules, not an
easy task! An email will be sent out to
town members when we get a final date
and it will be posted on our website.

During the road closure, Russell
Bouton, our Town Highway
Superintendent suggests using Silas

Lake Road from County Route 3 to
County Route 1 to access the road
above the bridge. There are other
routes that are more narrow and less
well-paved than Silas Lake Rd, but are
options, particularly in the summer
season. Hopefully, those who are
affected will have time and opportunity to
scout out these roads before mid-July. If
you know of a seasonal homeowner who
may not have heard about the closing,
please pass the word. The temporary
inconvenience will be forgotten when our
safety is increased by a new bridge! IK

PASSAGES
FRANK GUERRA
Judy Diaz

Long-time resident of Halcott
Center, Frank Guerra, passed away in
March. Frank spent 30 years with the
NYPD Bomb Squad and was a top
grade detective. He also was with the
Air National Guard for 41 years,
deploying all over the world, spending as
much as six months at a time away from
home. Martha and Frank first bought the
property on Turkey Ridge Road in 1967
and have lived there since. Frank is
survived by his wife, Martha, his
daughter Diana, two sons, Frank Jr. and
Kevin. He also leaves several
grandchildren. Frank Guerra was a true
patriot.
KAY SCUDDER
Pattie Kelder

Although the Scudder farm
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technically lies just over the Greene
County line from Halcott, a couple of
generations of Scudders, including Kay,
have been part of the fabric of Halcott.
Geography aside, the line in her obituary
which reads “resident of Big Indian and
formerly of Halcott Center” says it all.

Kay “moved to town” after
marrying Leighton in 1949. She was
known for keeping her side of the road
(house) just as neat and tidy as
Leighton’s side (barn). Ahead of her
time, she would ask visitors to leave
their shoes at the door upon entering.

Kay took part in all aspects of
Halcott life (except church; she was
organist in Pine Hill at the time services
were held here.) Along with Mary
Eignor, she took her turn as instructor for
Home Bureau and its successor, Home
Demonstration, both of which were
programs of Cornell Cooperative
Extension Service that were popular with
Halcott women in the l960s. As a
member of Greene Valley Grange #881,
Kay served as Lady Assistant Steward.

Kay had a lot of common sense
as well as a good business head on her
shoulders. Later, when Leighton
became a member of the Halcott
Cemetery Board of Directors, she acted
as secretary, a post which put her
considerable skills to good use. She
could be an asset both on the farm and
in the organizations which she joined.
She is missed.
GUS PAPPAS
Jenna Konstantine

My grandfather, Gus Pappas,

passed away peacefully on May 10,
2017 in Trinity, Florida at the age of 82
years old.

He was born Konstantinos
Filippos Papakonstantinou on October
13, 1934 in Kardamena, Kos, Greece,
where he grew up in a farming and
fishing community on the Aegean Sea
and lived through the Nazi occupation of
the island. As a teenager he transferred
to the American Farm School in
Thessaloniki, Greece.

He came to upstate New York as
a teenager, and in a sense he never left.
When he was 19 years old, he accepted
a spot as a foreign exchange student to
the United States and spent the next
three years at the SUNY Delhi
Agricultural School. It was during this
time that he met his wife of 60 years,
Olga Curoupis.

Papou had a long relationship
with Halcott Center, starting in the 1950s
when he came upstate to work as a
farmhand on the Crosby farm. After they
got married, he and Olga started
spending summers in Halcott with their
three children: my father, Philip, and his
siblings, Nicholas and Angie. In the late
1970s, they bought 23 acres of land
from Willie Griffin and built a house in
the apple orchard on the Main Road. We
still spend summers and weekends
there, next door to the Anagnos family.

I consider myself incredibly lucky
that my Yiayia and Papou came to
Halcott Center. Though my parents had
very different upbringings -- my mother,
Mary Bouton Konstantine, daughter of
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Donald and Shirley Bouton, grew up on
Bouton Road in Halcott, and my father
spent most of his childhood in New York
City -- my sister and I had all of our
grandparents in Halcott Center every
summer. My grandfather appreciated the
beauty and peace of Halcott Valley, and
he passed that appreciation onto his
children and grandchildren. He loved
being part of this community and truly
cherished the relationships he formed
here. I will always treasure memories of
everyday activities with Papou: having
breakfast on the front porch, taking
walks to the creek, reading at night to
the sound of silence and peepers, and
feeding corn husks to the cows.

It is no surprise to me that my
grandfather wanted to be buried in the
Halcott Cemetery. For him, Halcott was
always a place that he could find peace.

SHIRLEY FINCH:
Mary Lou Pagano & Pattie Kelder
Heroism and the Can-Do Spirit-
This February we lost Shirley W. Finch,
a life-long resident of
Halcott. Shirley was a role model to all
who knew her. Her parents were
Kenneth and Willa Belle Streeter.
Kenny's brother was Smith Streeter and
Willa Belle's sister was Ethel Streeter,
making Shirley and Virgil cousins. She
attended a one-room school house in
Halcott, and went on to Fleischmanns
High School. She had become blind in
her early teens, but that did not stop her.
Somehow or other as a young woman,
she learned to read and write Braille.

She married Julian Finch, brother of
Paul Finch, and raised four children,
three girls and a boy.
Shirley had two seeing eye dogs from
Guiding Eyes for the Blind in Yorktown
Heights where she stayed for the six-
week training in their handling.
Separately she was trained by the
Association for the Blind in vending for
her position at a State Office Building in
Albany. Having gained increased
freedom and independence, she worked
in this job for many years in Albany,
boarding there during the week, and
spending the weekends in Halcott.

Shirley wasn't one to bring
attention to her blindness. She was very
independent, did all her own housework,
and cooked and baked, not only for her
family, but for the Halcott community,
too. She loved to socialize. She loved
country music, playing Pinochle and
Skip-Bo, and joining barbeques at the
lean-to with family and friends. She
loved adventure and trying new things.
Nothing stopped her. She took
everything in stride, be it death, divorce,
entering the work force or keeping a
wood fire. She enjoyed life and didn't
feel sorry for herself. Her demeanor was
always calm and she never raised her
voice. Blindness notwithstanding,

Shirley inspired
the respect of her
family and all who
knew her.
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Good Eats
We wish to thank all who cooked

or enjoyed one another’s company at the
Super Salad Supper. The next
opportunity to share food will be at the
Halcott Fair Bake Sale on July 15th.

Janet Kelder Riss Awards
Three high school seniors plan to

graduate from Margaretville Central
School this month. Congratulations to
Robert Johnson, Kristena Westerfeld
and Efstathios Vasilikos, Jr.

Church Riddles
When are triangles

wrecktangles? (When they are love
triangles.)

After Lambing Time: Psalm 23
As spring slowly yields to

summer, the rigors of motherhood start
to ease for the ewes. Now they can turn
more of their attention to green pastures,
still waters and even some mischief.
People aren’t much different.

Consider this: Have you ever

seen a
whole flock of sheep lying down?
Neither have I. Since sheep (and
humans) are fearful, they must be
extremely secure in order to rest in this
manner. No wonder the Psalmist refers
to God as the One who “maketh me to
lie down in green pastures”. It takes the
strong protection of our Creator to
replace anxiety with peace.

Now consider this: Did you ever
see a bunch of sheep cross a rushing
stream? I didn’t think so. Sheep can’t
see very well, but they can hear.
They’ve been known to prefer drinking
from a filthy mud puddle to sticking their
heads in a noisy, clear mountain stream.
So the shepherd needs to find water that
is both quiet and clean. We, too, need
Someone to lead us away from sin to
Life-Giving Water.

In the words of the old hymn,
“Prone to wander, Lord, I feel it” we
again see our similarity to sheep. They
are willful creatures. Often their
predicaments, like ours, are of their own
making. Stubbornly in pursuit of the last
blade of grass, they slide down a steep
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slope, become caught in briars, or
wedge themselves between rocks with
no forethought of harm. There a sheep
remains trapped until the shepherd
extends his staff to lift if from danger.

We can’t go it alone either,
though in our clueless state, we keep
trying. Eventually the Good Shepherd
has to step into each situation and
rescue us from ourselves whether or not
we recognize the trouble we give Him.

Despite close shaves, sheep

don’t learn from their mistakes. They
need the care of a shepherd for life.
Humans are no different in their lifelong
need for the Good Shepherd. It sure is a
good thing God is totally and tirelessly
devoted to our care!

Note: Inspiration for this piece
came from A Shepherd Looks at Psalm
23 by Phillip Keller. It is an easy, yet
highly informative read.
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